Design a New Multiport DC-DC Converter to Charge an Electric Car
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1. Introduction

Air pollution is a very important problem in big cities. Needless to state that the huge amount of air pollution nowadays belongs to vehicles [1][2][3]. As the population of the world increases rapidly, the number of cars also increases. In addition, the number of outages in all the countries is increasing yearly owing to the lack of oil and gas [4]. It is obvious that electric cars can decrease air pollution [5]. Each electric car contains dc to dc converters, batteries, wiring, and sources of energy [6][7]. To prevent air pollution and lower the negative points of using electric cars, solar systems and fuel cell systems are the two suitable sources of energy [8][9]. Solar energy is accessible, clean, and abundant in all corners of the world. On the other hand, the generated power of the solar system and fuel cell is DC which can be used for quite a few medical equipments [10][11][12]. Therefore, there is a special need for power converters. To transfer the energy of the renewable resources to the batteries, two dc-
dc converters are required [13][14]. In this paper, a multiport dc to dc topology is utilized to feed the batteries. It is possible to use converters with high-frequency transformers, which is called an isolated converter. However, the size and the cost of such a converter are too high [15]. Therefore, most electric cars use non-isolated dc to dc converters [16][17][18]. In order to extract the highest amount of solar energy, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) is used to get the maximum power [19][20]. There are quite a few MPPT approaches. In this paper, the basic method is optimized with an artificial intelligence system to have a faster and more accurate tracking system [21][22]. The proposed topology of the new system is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Proposed topology](image)

According to Fig. 1, the presented topology has several parts, including the resources of energy, a bank of batteries, an MPPT controller, and the proposed DC-DC converter. The main goal of the research is to lower the power losses when using power converters. The paper structure is Introduction, Renewable energy sources, Proposed DC-DC topology, Result, and Conclusions.

2. Renewable Energy Sources

The sources of energy for the proposed system are PV and FC. PV uses the energy from the sun radiation to convert it to electric energy, and FC uses hydrogen.

2.1. Photovoltaic System (PV)

The photovoltaic system contains some parallel and series of solar modules. Each solar module, on the other hand, contains some cells which are connected in series and parallel again to feed the bank of the batteries [23][24]. Fig. 2 depicts the model of a PV cell.

![Fig. 2. The model of a PV cell](image)
The generated current of each module is demonstrated in Eq. (1).

\[ I = N_p I_{SH} - N_p I_s \left[ \left( q \left( \frac{V}{N_s} + \frac{IR_S}{N_p} \right) \right) \frac{K}{T} - 1 \right] - \left( \frac{N_p V}{N_s} + IR_S \right) R_{SH} \] (1)

Based on Eq. (1), the output current and voltage are I and V, respectively. The number of cells in parallel is \( N_p \), and the number of cells in series is \( N_s \). \( K \) is the Boltzmann factor, and \( T \) is the temperature of the solar cells [25]. For extracting the maximum amount of energy, an MPPT method is required. In this paper, a combination of basic methods and intelligent methods is used, which can be operated with buck, boost, and other topologies of the converters [26]. Even the proposed MPPT can be used with some new topologies of converters, including double boost, quadratic boost, and double cascaded boost converters [27]. In this paper, a new topology is utilized, which performs like a buck converter. The proposed approach uses three switches that increase the electromagnetic noises but lower the cost and the size of the system dramatically. The amount of solar energy depends on solar radiation and cell temperature [28][29]. Fig. 3 shows the radiation of the sun and the temperature of the solar panel.

![Fig. 3. Sun radiation and cell temperature](image)

As shown in Fig. 3, the solar cell characteristic V-I is influenced by the two factors of radiation and temperature. This dependence on temperature and radiation is modeled with the following relations. As it is obvious, the cell temperature is higher during the summer months.

2.2. Fuel Cell System (FC)

Fuel cells transfer the energy of the fuel into electric energy by some chemical process. The fuel cell has great efficiency and reliability. The energy comes from fuel cells alongside with solar system that feeds the batteries of the electric cars [30]. The anode of the fuel cell is fed by hydrogen, and the cathode is fed by oxygen [31]. The fuel cell is a very suitable energy for EVs. The characteristics of the fuel cell are shown in Fig. 4.
3. Presented DC-DC Topology

The basic method is using a converter for each source of energy. In this paper, a multiport converter is utilized, which makes the system smaller and cheaper, and the result is smooth compared to the proposed method in [32]. A proposed topology depicts in Fig. 5. The presented topology has three switches which are MOSFETs, two resources which are fuel cell and solar cell, and some other components such as diode, inductors, capacitors, and resistors.

![Proposed DC-DC converter](image)

Fig. 5. Proposed DC-DC converter

The modes of operation in this topology are as follows. In the first mode of operation, MOSFET number 3 is disconnected; therefore, the energy stored in L2 and C1 feeds the battery of the EVs. Furthermore, both resources feed L1. In the second mode of operation, MOSFET number 3 is on; therefore, the energy stored in L1 and also the energy that comes from resources feed the battery of the EVs. Finally, in the third mode of operation, all three MOSFETs are on, and because of the nighttime, the PV source is not generating energy. Therefore, the energy stored in L1 and also the energy that comes from fuel cells feed the battery of the EVs.

4. Results

To simulate the whole system, including two resources and power converter, LTSPICE software is implemented. The presented topology works in continuous conduction mode (CCM). Table 1 shows the values of the components in the presented topology for the simulation and result purposes.
# Table 1. Parameter Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>180 μH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>120 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>540 μH</td>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>470 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;L&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>100 mΩ</td>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;C&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>100 mΩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The generated voltage of the PV is 36 volts, and the generated voltage of the FC is 20 volts. The input and output voltage when using the PV source of energy is depicted in Fig. 6.

![Vout vs Vin](image1)

**Fig. 6.** The input and the output voltage of the proposed converter using PV source

According to Fig. 6, the input voltage of the system is 36 volts, and the output voltage is 12 volts, which feeds the batteries of the electric car. The input and output voltage when using the PV source of energy is depicted in Fig. 7.

![Vout vs Vin](image2)

**Fig. 7.** The input and the output voltage of the proposed converter using FC source

According to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the input voltage of the system is 20 volts, and the output voltage is 12 volts, which feed the batteries of the electric car. In addition, as it is obvious based on the figures, there is no ripple in the 12-volts output. By having the lowest ripple, the power losses will be reduced, and the efficiency of the system will increase, respectively. Fig. 8 indicates the voltage across the MOSFET number 3 and the current through L1 when using PV as the resource.
Fig. 8. The voltage across the MOSFET 3 and the CCM mode of the current through L1 using PV system.

Fig. 9 shows the voltage across the MOSFET and the current through the inductor when using FC as the resource. According to Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, when MOSFET is off, the voltage across the MOSFET is equal to the input voltage, and the inductor is discharging. Also, when MOSFET is on, the voltage across the MOSFET is zero, and the inductor current is charging. Fig. 10 demonstrates the FFT of the inductor current.
Fig. 9. Voltage across the MOSFET 3 and the CCM mode of the current through L1 using FC system

Fig. 10. FFT of L1 current

Based on Fig. 10, there are some harmonics in the inductor current. Fig. 11 indicates the FFT of the 12 volts output voltage. It is obvious from Fig. 11 that the amount of harmonics in the output voltage is much lower, and the output waveform is smooth.

Fig. 11. FFT output voltage
5. Conclusion

Renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic (PV) and fuel-cell (FC) technology are the sole options for supplying enough electricity. In order to use renewable energy, power converters are required. In this paper, for the proposed method, two standard DC-DC converters are required to transport the energy from renewable sources to the bank of batteries. This study presents a two-input, one-output architecture that includes PV, FC, and other components to feed the batteries. The simulation results show that the proposed method can feed the batteries with minimal power losses and ripples. In addition, the converter’s output voltage has fewer harmonics, making the system more suited. Future research will focus on lowering the number of switches to reduce the electromagnetic interference of the system.
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